Trade theories covering Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) are as diverse as the literature in search of their empirical support. To account for the model uncertainty that surrounds the validity of the competing PTA theories, we introduce Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to the PTA literature. BMA minimizes the sum of Type I and Type II error, the mean squared error, and generates predictive distributions with optimal predictive performance. Once model uncertainty is addressed as part of the empirical strategy, we report clear evidence of Trade Creation, Trade Diversion, and Open Bloc effects. After controlling for natural trading partner effects, Trade Creation is weakerexcept for the EU. To calculate the actual effects of PTAs on trade flows we show that the analysis must be comprehensive: it must control for Trade Creation and Diversion as well as all possible PTAs. Several prominent control variables are also shown to be robustly related to Trade Creation; they relate to factor endowments and economic policy. JEL Classification: F10, F15, C11
Introduction
call Preferential Trading Arrangements (PTAs) "two faced." They introduce trade liberalization at the cost of discrimination in form of distorted trade preferences and market access. A controversy has raged since the 1950s regarding the benefits and costs of PTAs, due to possible Trade Creation among members and Trade Diversion among nonmembers (Viner, 1950) . Time has not provided a consensus; to the contrary: as the proliferation of PTAs increased in the 1990s, so did the number of theories predicting either increasing or decreasing trade flows among (non)members. As the volume of competing theories has grown, the number of associated candidate regressors has also expanded to render comprehensive robustness analysis using traditional methods virtually impossible. Consequently, a large empirical literature emerged to estimate different subsets of PTA theories using gravity equations. It is therefore not surprising that coefficient estimates resulting from such regressions are well known to be highly dependent on the exact set of regressors selected in each study (see Baxter and Kouparitsas, 2006) . Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) provide the most extensive PTA robustness analysis to date.
Not only do they include the largest possible number of PTAs, but they also use Extreme Bound Analysis (Leamer, 1983) to allow for the examination of a diverse set of PTA theories. They find no evidence of Trade Creation or Diversion for any PTAs and relaxed extreme bounds pick up only Trade Diverting PTAs. In this paper we introduce Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to the PTA literature, it is a statistical technique specifically designed to incorporate model uncertainty into the estimation process. It allows us to examine all possible models, to weigh each model according to quality, and to provide a probability distribution for each coefficient estimate. Raftery and Zheng (2002) prove that BMA maximizes predictive performance while minimizing the total error rate when compared to any individual model. 1 Using this powerful technique, we take a fresh look at Trade Creation and Diversion for the 12 major PTAs examined by Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) in a dataset that covers 186 countries and five year intervals from 1970-95. Through country-pair fixed effects we also address "natural trading partner" effect that have not been fully accounted for by the common gravity controls. Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) first introduced such fixed effects to better distinguish between factor endowments and market structure as trade flow drivers. Egger and Pfaffermayr (2003) advocate country-pair fixed effects to account for heterogeneity induced by time-invariant factors (e.g., geography, history, policy and culture) that are only partially accounted for by the explanatory variables or completely unobserved. Glick and Rose (2002) use the same specification as Egger and Pfaffermayr (2003) , but motivate country-pair fixed effects as proxies for multilateral resistance (Anderson and van Wincoop, 2003) . A growing literature on PTAs examines also the endogeneity of PTAs (see Magee, 2003; and Baier and Bergstrand 2002 , 2004 . All approaches to endogeneity generally use instruments that are also controlled for by our country-pair fixed effects. Country-pair fixed effects have been introduced into the analysis of PTAs by Cheng and Wall (2005) , who examine Trade Creation for a subset of 5 RTAs in 29 countries over 3 years. Below we examine Trade Creation and Diversion for 186 countries, 12 PTAs over 25 years while simultaneously accounting for model uncertainty.
Our main finding is threefold. First, in our benchmark specification (which does not correct for country-pair fixed effects to replicate Ghosh and Yamarik, 2004) PTAs are shown to exhibit strong Trade Creation and Diversion. Second, after controlling for additional omitted variable bias with country-pair fixed effects, we find that most of the previously large PTA effects were due to natural trading partnerships. Trade Creation is muted, and all but one Trade Diversion effects disappear. Controlling fully for natural trading partner effects also highlights strong Open Bloc Trade Creation for a number of major PTAs. We can only speculate that these PTAs may have been created exactly because of such unobservables, but we cannot attribute the change in trade flows to the formation of PTAs (as pooled OLS regressions would). Finally, Our results emphasize that the appropriate empirical strategy to isolate effects of PTAs must involve as many PTAs as possible. The exact Open Bloc Trade Creation effect for a given PTA can only be determined after examining the exact interaction between PTAs. The actual impact of a PTA on bilateral trade is shown to depend not only on its own Trade Creation and Diversion but also on its trading partner's PTA effects.
These results are at odds with Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) and the differences arise for three reasons. First, BMA inference is based on an unrestricted search of the model space spanned by all candidate regressors. Secondly, BMA theory requires that each model is weighed according to its quality, while Extreme Bound Analysis weighs models equally and thus attributes equal power of inference to exceptionally weak or strong models. What is important, however, is not whether a method is too stringent to deliver results, but whether the methodology is theory-based and efficient.
2 Finally, our second set of results regarding the impact of natural trading partners differ from Ghosh and Yamarik's (2004) because we expand their dataset to allow for 3,420 additional fixed effects in the second part of our analysis.
BMA's improved model selection approach and accounting for model uncertainty leads to the resolution of a number of empirical puzzles in the PTA literature. The implausibly large APEC coefficient that is commonly observed in the literature is only initially confirmed by BMA; after controlling for country-pair specific fixed effects, however, the purely consultative APEC no longer exhibits strong effects on trade flows. The European PTAs, on the other hand, reveal their strong impact only after we control for country-pair fixed effects, which establishes that EU countries naturally under-trade relative to the prediction of the standard gravity model.
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NAFTA is shown to be the only Trade Diverting PTA and this only in trade with a select subset of countries. Due to the strong Open Bloc effects among Asian and European countries, their trade with NAFTA actually increased over the period of our sample.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the BMA methodology used in our estimation to resolve model uncertainty present in the theoretical PTA literature. Since BMA is relatively new to international economics, we discuss briefly its basic framework. In Section 3 we take a look at the data and in Section 4 we report and discuss our results. Section 5 concludes.
The Empirical Framework
Econometric studies that seek to identify the impact of PTAs on trade flows are generally based on the gravity model. 4 The approach fits the application particularly well, due to the gravity model's proven efficiency in predicting trade flows (see Frankel and Romer, 1999) . This allows PTA coefficients to pick up on deviations between predicted and actual trade. The basic gravity framework is given by
2 Previous comparisons between Extreme Bound Analysis and BMA results have also found Extreme Bound Analysis to be excessively stringent (see Sala-i-Martin, 1997; and Fernandez, Ley and Steel, 2001a) . 3 Predominantly negative residuals for European country pairs tend to be a feature of the standard gravity model, an observation that has been made repeatedly in the literature, see e.g. Pollak (1996) or Rose (2004) . 4 The theoretical foundations of the gravity model are presented in Frankel (1997) and Deardorff (1998 We follow Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) In equation (3) we extend the Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) framework to include countrypair fixed effects in order to account for the possibility of "natural trading partners." The term natural trading partner thus goes beyond pure distance or trade costs arguments. It captures any and all similarities among trading partners that are constant over time. The country-pair fixed effects model is the most general formulation of the gravity equation (Cheng and Wall, 2005) and a substantial literature insists that formulations without controls for unobserved heterogeneity are misspecified and biased (e.g., Egger, 2000; Baldwin, 2005 
Notice that by controlling for country-pair fixed effects, we lose our ability to estimate the direct effect of time-invariant variables, such as distance, D ij . The matrix of controls is reduced to ijt Z , since the explanatory power of time-invariant regressors is absorbed by the country-pair fixed effects. 5 In Table 3 we report results of regressions with and without country-pair fixed effects to allow for direct comparisons with the Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) benchmark.
Theory and Model Uncertainty in the PTA Literature
There exists a voluminous literature that discusses the appropriate controls to be included in Z ij .
They include covariates that reference Geography, Historical, Economic Policy, and Development/Factor Endowments. Each control is motivated by a particular theory, and at times the same control is claimed for different theories (with opposite sign), which reflects the inherent model uncertainty. Below we provide a brief description of the motivations and theories associated with the various controls suggested by the previous literature to highlight the diversity of the approaches. It is crucial for us to outline this diversity of approaches to justify the use of the model averaging methodology. It is important to the BMA methodology to outline the theoretical backbone of each regressor included in the analysis. Without theoretical support the results are difficult to interpret. Feenstra, Markusen and Rose (2001) argue that empirical gravity models can be used to discriminate between alternative trade theories and Leamer (1978) first emphasized that any uncertainty regarding the validity of a theory must be accounted for in the empirical strategy. If the uncertainty about the true specification is not accounted for in the econometric method, the precision of estimates is inflated, since they neglect the uncertainty surrounding the true theory.
We therefore commence with a brief sketch of the alternative theories that have been proposed to identify the effect of preferential trade agreements on trade flows. We start with important control variables that capture Historical Ties, such as Common Language, Common
Colonizer, or Colony. These covariates are commonly added in attempts to capture transaction costs caused by the inability to communicate and/or overcome cultural differences. 6 Common historical ties lead to similar institutions and similar levels of development, implying reliable contractual and legal standards, as well as trust in shared values. Controlling for model uncertainty addresses not only which one of these regressors (or regressor combinations) is appropriate, but also whether their inclusion is indeed approximating the true model.
Geographic factors have been introduced as further proxies for either transport costs (e.g., Aitken, 1973) , trade-and-geography theories (e.g., Helpman and Krugman, 1985) , or for New
Trade Theories (e.g., Rivera-Batiz and Romer, 1991) . Remoteness is widely used to capture the notion that relatively remote country pairs are expected to trade more, because they have fewer options in choosing trade partners. 7 It has also been motivated as a proxy for "multilateral resistance", or the average trade costs facing a country (Brun et al., 2005; Carrere, 2006) . Area is supposed to capture self-sufficiency and scale effects that are prominent in both the New Trade and Growth Theories (e.g., Rose, 2000; Rose and Van Wincoop, 2001; Soloaga and Winters, 2001 ). Scale effects are also proxies for technology or knowledge spillovers (e.g., Grossman and Helpman, 1991) .
Alternative proxies in the Geography category, such as Border, Landlocked, and Island have previously been utilized by a variety of authors although it is not immediately clear why adjacency should matter after having controlled for distance. 8 Perhaps variables that measure distance center-to-center introduce errors that are mitigated by the additional controls because neighboring countries often engage in large volumes of border trade. BMA addresses the uncertainty among Geography variables and resolves whether additional proxies for proximity ought to be included and which covariates are relevant to explaining how PTAs influenced trade patterns.
Development/Factor Endowments covariates juxtapose the Heckscher-Ohlin factor endowments driven trade theory with Linder's (1961) hypothesis that similar countries trade more due to comparable tastes. Davis (1995) presents an augmented Heckscher-Ohlin-Ricardo model that provides support for either theory, depending on the technological distance between the countries and Splimbergo and Stein (1996) examine the issue empirically. Common proxies for factor endowments differences are based on Per Capita GDP, Schooling, and Population Density. 9 The best theoretical rationale for Per Capita GDP is based on the strategic trade literature (e.g., Helpman and Krugman, 1985) that predicts intra-industry trade decreases with differences in the countries' levels of development. Furthermore, countries with higher per capita GDP are likely to have better access to less distortionary revenue sources, hence they may experience more bilateral trade since they can afford lower tariffs. Frankel (1997), Frankel, Stein, and Wei (1995) , and Wei and Frankel (1998) to develop theories based on a continuum of transport costs. Their work 9 They have been introduced by Frankel, Stein and Wei (1995), Frankel (1992) , Frankel (1997) , Frankel and Wei (1993) , Frankel and Rose (2002) , van Wincoop (2001), and Freund (2000) . 10 Authors who introduced such regressors into the gravity equation include Rose (2000) , Frankel and Rose (2002) , Rose and van Wincoop (2001) , Glick and Rose (2002) and Tenreyro and Barro (2002) . 11 For a more detailed literature review, the reader is directed to any of a number of surveys of various approaches to the study of PTAs, including Panagariya (1999 Panagariya ( , 2000 .
Economic Policy variables in the matrix
characterizes trade partners as "natural" on the basis of relatively low intra-continental transport costs and their approach implies that Trade Creation among "natural" trading partners should dominate small Trade Diversion among remote country pairs from a welfare perspective. As trade costs fall, however, Trade Diversion may become larger since "natural" trading partners are "locked" into PTAs. Frankel, Stein and Wei (1995) suggest two hypotheses. First, the more remote trading partners are from the rest of the world, the more likely they are to form PTAs due to less potential Trade Diversion. This effect could be picked up by the Remoteness proxy, too.
Second, the more "natural" trading partners are, the more likely PTAs are to lead to Trade
Creation.
Krugman's and Frankel, Stein and Wei's theories are based on one factor, one industry models. Deardorff and Stern (1994) and Haveman (1996) , note that these models preclude trade due to comparative advantage. Deardorff and Stern point out that this "stacks the cards" against bilateralism and argue that, given differences in factor endowments, trade with a few countries suffices in order to maximize gains from trade, so that Trade Diversion would be minimal.
Freund (2000) instead argues strongly for PTA Open Bloc Trade Creation effects (even if Trade
Creation among members is absent) since PTAs help outside exporters overcome fixed trade costs. Trade Diverting effects instead are highlighted by Bond and Syropoulos (1996) and Syropoulos (1999) , who indicate that the increased market power of the PTA, relative to the market power of each member taken individually, may lead to higher external tariffs.
Accounting for Model Uncertainty: Empirical Methodology
Next we briefly comment on the BMA methodology used in our estimation. We will limit ourselves to discussing the properties relevant to our application. The interested reader is referred to the comprehensive tutorial by Raftery et al. (1997) for further discussion. The Bayesian framework is a natural candidate to address model uncertainty surrounding the correct controls in (2) and (3), since it provides a probability distribution over the model space as well as over the parameter space. In our PTA estimation, the model space consists of all the possible subsets of candidate regressors that have been suggested by the distinct theories summarized above.
For linear regression models, the basic BMA setup can be concisely summarized as follows. Given a dependent variable, Y, a number of observations, n, and a set of candidate regressors,
, the variable selection problem is to base inference on the quality of 
The posterior model probability of k M is simply the ratio of k M 's marginal likelihood to the sum of the marginal likelihoods over all other models
Intuitively, this implies that a model's weight is proportional to its relative efficiency in describing the data. Posterior model probabilities are also the weights used to establish the posterior means and variances
Providing economically meaningful coefficient estimates requires conditioning them on whether a regressor is included in the model (otherwise the distribution would contain a spike a zero, representing models that do not include the regressor). By summing the posterior model probabilities over all models that include a candidate regressor, we obtain the posterior inclusion
The posterior inclusion probability of a regressor is the probability that a variable is included in the true model describing bilateral trade. It also provides a probability statement regarding the importance of a regressor that directly addresses the researchers' prime concern: what is the probability that the coefficient has a non-zero effect on the dependent variable. The posterior inclusion probability thus also carries an important interpretation that goes beyond the is information contained in standard P-values.
The general rule developed by Jefferies (1961) and refined by Kass and Raftery (1995) stipulates effect-thresholds for posterior probability. Posterior probabilities < 50% are seen as evidence against an effect, and the evidence for an effect is either weak, positive, strong, or decisive for posterior probabilities ranging from 50-75%, 75-95%, 95-99%, and > 99%,
respectively. In our analysis, we refer to a regressor as "effective," if its posterior inclusion probability exceeds 50%.
BMA has a number of key advantages over estimating a single model and over Extreme Bound Analysis. Hjort and Claeskens (2003) 
Data
Our baseline dataset is identical to Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) Diversion. While Specification 1 is identical in structure/data to Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) and differs only in terms of its methodology, the results disagree sharply with their implication that PTAs have no effect on trade flows. We obtain effective coefficients (indicated with asterisks) whose signs and magnitudes are similar to those commonly reported in the previous literature.
BMA thus provides strong evidence that the expansion of the search space from Extreme Bound The implication is then that the models discovered by Extreme Bound Analysis may not have contained those with high posterior probabilities, and that inappropriate weighting of the various models led to excessively conservative Extreme Bound Analysis implications. As mentioned in Section 2.3 above, it follows from the non-negativity of the Kullback-Leibler information divergence criterion that averaging over all the models in BMA fashion provides the best predictive performance, compared to predictions based on any subset of models. Therefore 15 The transformation from logs to percentage changes follows Rose (2000) . Details are provided in Table 4a .
we can securely rely on the BMA results to state that PTAs do generate Trade Creation, Diversion and Open Bloc effects.
The scale of some of the Trade Creation effects is surprising, if not implausible, implying at times four to eight fold increases in trade. Coefficients of such aberrant magnitudes have been noted and questioned in the previous PTA literature (e.g., Frankel, 1992; Frankel and Wei, 1993; Frankel, Stein and Wei, 1995; Frankel, 1997) . Our contention is that the coefficients in Specification 1 are contaminated by omitted variable bias. If the control variables in Z ijt do not account fully for natural trading partner effects, the PTA ijt coefficients are likely biased upward, since they may well pick up Trade Creation that is actually due to the natural similarities between trading partners. We investigate this bias further in the next section.
PTA Trade Creation / Diversion: Accounting for Natural Trading Partners
In order to capture any and all unobserved time-invariant heterogeneity among trade partners we reestimate Specification 1, accounting for country-pair fixed effects in Specification 2 (Table 3 columns 7-10). 16 A comparison of the two specifications in Table 3 highlights that the estimated effects of PTAs on trade flows depend crucially on how researchers control for country similarities. The differences between the specifications imply that substantial coefficient bias contaminates PTA estimates in Specification 1 when "natural trading partner effects" are not fully addressed by the control variables. In other words, the 16 geography, history, and culture regressors that have been introduced by previous studies to capture similarities across countries do not fully account for the apparently considerable systematic bilateral heterogeneity.
Specification 2 in Table 3 These country-pair effects could, for example, speak to similarities in economic and social institutions, such as corruption or rule of law, or simple economic infrastructure such as telecommunications. A concrete example would be France-Germany, with excellent transport links (unobserved) and a PTA (observed), vs. Afghanistan-Kazakhstan, with bad transport links (unobserved) and no PTA (observed). 17 In the presence of country-pair fixed effects, the estimates in Specification 2 are based on countries joining and leaving PTAs, which represents the true marginal effect of an PTA. CACM and LAIA then drop out due to a lack of variation in membership (countries exiting or joining) over the sample period.
Specification 2. It is comforting to note that all but one Trade Diversion coefficients lose significance once we account for country-pair fixed effects. Specification 1 clearly shows Trade
Creation among PTA members, and while Specification 2 does not rule out that PTAs were formed because of country-pair similarities, it highlights that we cannot attribute all Trade
Creation to PTAs. Rather, PTA members exhibit other non-PTA related unobserved similarities, which enhance bilateral trade. 18 Systematic country-pair unobservables that previously contaminated the PTA coefficients are now absorbed into the country-pair fixed effects along with time-invariant geographic and historic variables, thereby allowing a clean examination of the effects of PTA accession.
The EU is one PTA that is found to be clearly Trade Creating and not Trade Diverting.
The EU Trade Creation effect materializes only, however, after we fully account for similarities among countries. One would expectto find robust Trade Creation among EU members, since it is by far the most integrated PTA in terms of trade barrier reductions and policy harmonization.
Such deep integration also constitutes an argument in favor of Open Bloc effects based on fixed trade costs (see Freund, 2000) . Pollak (1996) points out that it has been well known since the original Linnemann (1966) gravity specification that the approach systematically over-predicts trade among geographically proximate countries and under-predicts trade between distant country pairs. Gravity model refinements have attempted to capture some of this effect by adding the Remoteness variable. The comparison between our specification 1 and 2 shows, however, that this does not purge the entire systematic error.
In the presence of systematic under-trading compared to the gravity equation's predicted trade flows, and in the absence of country-pair fixed effects, the PTA dummy for EU membership in specification 1 is insignificant because it picks up two opposing effects: (1) systematic under-trading of European countries relative to the gravity equations prediction even after Remoteness has been taken into account, and (2) the effect of EU accession. Since specification 2 controls for country pair fixed effects, the systematic under-trading is purged from the estimate and only the true effect of EU accession on bilateral trade remains. Note that we can observe the exact opposite effect in the case of APEC countries (as predicted by Linnemann, 1966) . As APEC countries are unusually distant geographically, they overtrade relative to the gravity predictions even after the Remoteness variable has been added. This effect turns out to be the exclusive driver behind its positive coefficient in Specification 1.
Specification 2 illustrates that there exist no considerable APEC accession effect once we account for Linnemann's (1966) finding that the gravity specification systematically underpredicts trade between geographically distant country pairs. This is comforting, since APEC never instituted either tariff reductions or trade arrangements among its members.
Quantifying PTAs' Open Bloc and Trade Creation Effects
The detailed evaluation of the economic impact of PTAs on trade flows requires careful examination of each individual PTA coefficient. The results cannot be interpreted simply by reading off posterior means because membership in PTAs is overlapping and several countries may enter and exit PTAs, or belong to different PTAs during the sample period. Table 4 summarizes the net effects of each PTA on bilateral trade flows. Nevertheless a number of important non-PTA related controls need to be examined regarding their effect on trade. Trade Openness is a key variable in both specifications, which is not surprising since we are attempting to explain trade flows. More interesting is that a host of variables related to exchange rate policy are not significant in either specification.
The Currency Union variable is significant only in Specification 1, indicating an extraordinarily large, 307% increase in trade, which is in line with Rose's (2000) estimate. This result evaporates entirely, however, once we consider country-pair fixed effects. Glick and Rose (2002) also find a sharp reduction in the effects of currency unions on trade flows after accounting for country-pair fixed effects, but with our introduction of the PTA variables the currency union effect vanishes entirely. This reversal of the currency union result might be caused by the fact that natural trade partners have synchronized business cycles and therefore greater incentives to join a currency union (see Frankel and Rose, 1998) , which cannot be controlled for in Specification 1.
The expanded gravity equation has also been subjected to an extensive robustness check with regards to the development or factor endowment determinants of trade flows. The competing hypotheses being that trade flows are either driven by differences in endowments (Heckscher-Ohlin) or by similarities (Lindner). In Specification 1, the Heckscher-Ohlin factor endowment theory finds strong support as differences in per capita GDPs and population densities are strongly associated with greater trade flows. The magnitudes of both coefficients are just about identical, implying that bilateral trade increases by roughly 20% when one of the trading partners is twice as dense or wealthy as the other. After considering country-pair fixed effects, the density differences still impact trade flows positively. However, per capita GDP differences changes sign providing support for the Linder hypothesis. This change is likely caused by the country pair fixed effects picking up slow-moving factor endowment differences as pointed out by Hummels and Levinsohn (1995) . It thus seems like the data supports both
Heckscher-Ohlin's and Linder's hypotheses simultaneously.
Taken together, these results reveal two positive implications for North-South trade:
First, Specification 1 shows that North-South differences do drive trade flows (likely due to
Heckscher-Ohlin-type factor endowment differences, which are later absorbed by the pair fixed effects). Second, Specification 2 indicates that North-South trade will increase strongly as developing countries catch up to their industrialized counterparts and develop more similar tastes, thereby increasing Linder-type trade. Finally, differences in education attainment are not robustly related to trade in either specification, similar to the results found in Frankel, Stein and Wei (1995) .
Conclusion
The literature on preferential trade agreements (PTAs) features an unusual diversity of theoretical and empirical approaches. In this paper we incorporate the uncertainty about the true theory into our empirical strategy by applying Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA). To date the most extensive robustness analysis by Ghosh and Yamarik (2004) 
